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On the Geomagnetic storm on February 11， 1958 

By 

M. NAGAI 

Abstract 

The great geornagnetic storrn which occurred at 01 h 25 rn UT Feb. 11， 1958， was an-

alysed using the data of 28 station's hourly valu回 during3 days frorn -24 hr to +48 hr 

of the SC. And the equivalent current vectors of the DS field were compared with the 

world-wide patterns of the blackouts. Frorn this study three rernarkable characteristics 

deduced as follows. 

(1). The rnost active DS field happened suddenly one hour after the SC (+1 hr) alrnost all 

over the auroral zone and the polar cap. This is an exceptionaJ characteristic cornpared 

with the other IGY storrns with sudden cornrnencernents， of which DS fields grew generally 

with the deveJoprnent of the Dst field. 

(2). Polar cap blackouts began to occur 13 hours before the SC (ー13hr). The horizontal 

cornponent of the geomagnetic field， which had been ahnost calrn until this time， began to 

decreased simultaneously. The pre-sc disturbance reached the rnaxirnum stage 6 hours before 

the SC (-6 hr). At that tirne， observed H decreases reached 500 gamrnas approxirnateJy， 

at the auroral zone stations， College， Tiksy and Dixon. 

The rotational trends of the distribution of the equivalent current vectors of the prc-

sc disturbance at -11 hr and -1 hr were clockwise on the rnorning side and countercIock-

wise on the evening side. Then it was concluded that the current systerns of the initiaJ 

phase were equivalent to the intensified pre-sc current systerns. 

(3). The southward shift of the auroraJ zone was observed clearly associated with the dc-

veloprnent of Dst. In the developing stage of the Dst until the rnaxirnurn at +9 hr， the 

southward shift of the auroral zone was observed in the European zone on the morning 

side， while in the recovering stage of the Dst since + 9 hr the shift was observed in the 

zonc frorn Alaska to Karnchatka with a distribution of spiral pattern. And the red horno-

geneous arc of aurora was observed at Mernambetsu仲間=34.1)in Japan during the period 

frorn 19 h to 22 h LT. 

~ 1. Introduc世on

The geomagnetic storm on February 11， 1958 was the greatest among the 

storms which occurred during the IGY. Its maximum range of H amounted to 617γ 
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at Kakioka. Before the occurrence of the storm， a solar flare of importance 2 (S 130 

W 140
) occurred at 21h 08m UT， February 9， accompanying an outburst of Type IV. 
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Fig. 2. Magnetogram at Big De1ta (Fch. 9d08hー 13<10811，150 th W. M. T. ) 
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10. 12 14- 16・ 1820 22 24. 2 

Feb. 10 1958 UT 

Fig. 3. Variations of the horizontal component in the pre-sc stnge at three 
stations， Barrow， College and Sitka. 

The time interval s T between the flare and the SC of the storm was about 28 hours 

(1.5x 103 km/s). 

Polar cap blackouts occurred 13 hours before the SC and continued by about 34 

hours until to the last phase of geomagnetic storm. 

~ 2. Characteristics of this storm deduced from the inspection 

of the magnetograms 

Fig. 1 shows the magnetogram of the storm at Kakioka.. The sudden commen 

cement (sH， +62 "1) of this storm occurred at 01 h 25 m UT， February 11， 1958 and 

soon later there was a decrease of 130γin H component. The second sharp increase 

(ムH，about+ 150 "1) took place at 01h 59m， and the initial 'phase continued about 3 

hours. During the initial phase， rapid oscillations with periods of 3-5 minutes were 

observed. This activity suggests more intense DS fields than the normal storms during 

the IGY. 

Fig. 2 shows the magnetogram at Big Delta (Feb. 9 d 08 h-13 d 08 h， 150 th 

W.M.Tふ Asudden impulse like sudden commencements in the low latitudes was 

observed at lOd OOh 35m， 150th W.M.T.， that is 15 hours before the SC， 10d 15h 

25m， 150 th W.M.T. And the horizontal component decreased at about 02h， one and 

half hours later. This decrease coincides with the time of the beginning of polar cap 

blackouts in the day time. 
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Geomagnetic Latitude I Maximum Range 
φm AHγ 

68.6 -200 -5hr 

College 64.5 -500 -7hr 

Sitka 

Fig. 3 shows the variations of the horizontal component in the pre-sc stage. 

The maximum ranges of the pre-sc disturbance at three stations are as follows. 

At Barrow and College， rapid irregular variations superposed on the pre-sc 

disturbances were observed， but at Sitka those rapid variations were rather small. 

This shows that the active zone of the pre-sc disturbance is restricted in a very sharp 

narrow zone of auroral latitudes. 

~ 3. Analysis of ho町 Iyvalues 

Fig. 4 shows the Dst obtained from mean values of the 6 stations at the aver-

age geomagnetic latitude φm=32.50 • The stations are Kakioka， Honolulu， Tucson， San 

Femando and Tiblis. In the pr←sc stage， the Dst decrease of about 60 gammas can 

be seen. Fig. 4 shows also the horizontal intensity ...; AXm2+ムYm 2， the geomagnetic 

north componentムXm，and the horizontal disturbance vectors at Thule (φ'm=88.0). 

These figures c1early show the occurrence of the very active DS soon after SC. 

Fig. 5 shows the varia tions ofムXm at College and Sitka. AXm at Col1ege in 

the pre-sc disturbance is greater than that at Sitka. However， AXm at the Dst max-

imum stage is smaller at College than Sitka. 

Fig. 6 shows the variations ofムX加 atDixon， Tiksy and Lerwick. The pre-sc 

disturbances at Dixon and Tiksy are distinct. But it is not so c1ear at Lerwick. though 

the DS in the initial phase is active there. 

Fig. 7 shows the variations ofムXm at Tromsφ， Dombas， Lovo， and Rude Skov. 

Pre-sc disturbances at Lovo and Rude Skov are smaller than Dst's. At Rude Skov active 

DS in the initial phase are not seen. Because of the southward shift of the auroral 

zone current jet， Tromsφ'sムXm becomes smaller at the time of Dst maximum. 

The maximum ranges ofムXm in the pre-sc stage， the initial phase and the Dst 

maximum stage are given in the following table for the several stations concemed. 

Fig. 8 shows the southward shift of the auroral zone current jet assuming a line 
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Geomagnetic 
Station Latitude 

|φm|  

College 64，5 

Sitka 60，0 

Dixon 63，0 

Tiksy 

Lerwick 

Tromsφ 

Dombas 

Lovo 58， 1 

Rude Skov 55，8 

-24 ・12 0 12 24 3648 

[加 ~V…

。 F申

Fig， 4， The Dst (aXm) curve for the 

storm of February 11， 1958， 

And the curves of the hori-

zontal intensity the geomagn-

etic north component AXm 

and the horizontal disturbancc 

vectors ot Thule (ゆm=88，O)，
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Pre-sc 
stage 

-500γ 

-200 

-450 

+600γ -1000γ 

+650 -1300 

+400 - 550 

- 350 

-700 

- 50 

-2，'4 -12 0 12 24-~8 

5∞ 

o 
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Fig， 5， The curves of AXm at Col1ege 
and sitka， 
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Fig. 6. The curves ofAXm at Dixon， 
Tiksy and Lerwick. 

Fig. 7. The curves ofAXm at Tromsφ， 
Dombas， Lovo and Rude Skov. 

aXm • dZ 

2A EEka ~ 011 213 415 617 81q 101ft 12113 14115 16117 18UQ 1~21 n四

ColleQe XIO OIX OIX 。。。。XI? 。?。。?。え。OIX XIX 
258.1 ωtl Anc.hora/le XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX x。。。。。。。XIX Xlx XIX 
宏史弘4回。 Sitk4 XIX XIX OIX XI? OIX 。。。。x。x。?IX XIX XIX 

141.4 6QS Tiksv XIX XIX 011 XIX 。。XIX XI? XI? 。。。。XIO 。。
16f.5 63.0 Dixon ーー XIX OIX XIX XIX XIX XIO 。。。。。。XIO 。。
tl6.7 67.1 Troms4 。。OIX Xlx 。IXXIX 。。。。。。。。XIX 。。OIX 
100.0 62.3 Dombas XIX XIX XIO 。。。。XIO XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX 
10~ 58.1 しovo XIX XIX XIX 。。。。XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX 
q8.S 部8Rudskov XIX XIX XIX XIX :@)IO XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX 

88.6 625 Lerwick XIX XIX XIO 。。。。XIX /IX XIX XIX XIX XIX XI~ 
82.Q 製55E通kdaJe，悶hXIX XIX XIX XIX x。?IX XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX XIX 
7Q.QIS4SIHariland. IXlxlxlxlX IXIX IX IxIXI? IX IX IXIXIXIXlx IXI XIXIX IXlx 

Fig. 8. The southward shift of the auroral zone current jet when a line current is 

assumed 

o :AXm・AZ<O

x :AXm・AZ>O

0・・AXm-企z=O

The current jet is in the south of the station. 

The current jet is in the north of the station. 

The current jet is just over the station. 
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current. In the figure the mark 0 shows the case ofAXm・ムZく 0，that the auroral 

zone current jet is in the south of the station. The mark X shows the case ofムx品.

ムZ>0， that the auroral zone current jet is in the north of the station， and the mark 

@ shows AXm・ムz=0 that the current jet is just over the station. 

In the developing stage of Dst before the maximum at +9hr， the auroral zone 

current jet extended to the south of Rude Skov in the European zone of the geomagnetic 

longitude about 1000
• And it extended clearly to the south of Sitka in the recovering 

stage after 十 10hr• This southward shift of the auroal zone current jet well coincided 

with that of the impact zone of the auroral zone blackout. 

~ 4. Characteristics deduced from the current vector 

In this section， the patterns of development of the blackout and the current 

vector are shown for each stage. 

In order to draw the current vectors， hourly values of 28 geomagnetic stations 

in the northern hemisphere are used. The names， the abbreviations， the locations， 

and other elements of these observatories are given in Table 1. 

The world-wide patterns of polar blackouts have already been obtained by the 

analysis of fmln data of 49 ionospheric sounding stations. (1) The locations of these 

Fig. 9. Distribution of ionospheric sounding stations. 
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Fig. 10. The patterns of the development of the blackout and the current vector 

for each stage. 
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Fig. 11. The patterns of the development of the blackout and the current vector 
for each stage. 
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Fig. 12. The patterns of the development of the blackout and the current vector 

for each stage. 
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Table 1. List of magnetic observatories 

ト川 Lmma出 Al LrrtL| ψ | 川

I Th I 88.0 I 0.0 1 77.5 1 291. 00.0戸ζ7

I Go I 79. 8 I 32. 5 1 69. 2 I 306.5 1 -175 I -34.8 

hison Bay 同)山 18…1 18.3 1|  
|瓦1--6瓦JIl--戸川--203.2-133o ト6.5

sφITr  1 67. 1 1 116.7 I 69.7 l 18.9 1 -30.8 1 
|ω ¥-6ιγ1-255.4一両 2122 I 27.0 1 
1Mm 1 64. 1 I 126. 5 I 69. 0 I 33. 0 I -26. 6 I 
|Di 1 63. 0 1 161. 5 1 73. 5 1 80・4I -12.8 I 

I Le I 625 1 88. 6 I 60. 1 1 3588 I -23.6 I 
|Do I 62.3 I 100.0 ¥臼 1 I 9.1 I -23.6 I 

chorage I An I 60. 9 2581 I 61. 2 I210.1 1 

I Ti 1 605 I 191. 4 I 71.7 I 128.9 I 7.2 I 
|Si I 60.0 I 275.4 I 57.1 I 224.7 I 21. 4 I 

I Es I 58. 5 I 82. 9 I 55. 2 I 356. 8 I-204 I 

1Lo I 58. 1 I 105. 8 Iω4 I 17.8 I -22.1 I22.6 

|RS 1 55. 8 I 98. 5 I 55. 8 I 12. 5 I -206 I 
|Ha I 54.6 I 7901 51. 0 355.5卜18.1I 9.1 

|Ya I 51. 0 I 193. 8 I 62. 0 I 129. 7 I 5. 8I -13.1 

1Od I 43.8 I 111.1 I 46.8 I 30.9 I -157 I 
ando 1 SF I 41. 0 I 71. 3 I 36. 5 I 353. 8 I -136 I 

I Tu I 40.4 I 3122 I 32. 3 I 249. 2 I 10. 1 I 
1Tf I 36. 7 I 122. 1 I 42. 0 I 44.7I -13.1 I 

I Mb I 34.1 I 2083 I 43.9 144.27.5 I -15.7 

I SJ. I 29. 9 I 3. 2 I 18. 4 I293.9 I -07 I -6.6 

|Ka I 26. 0 1 206. 0 I 36. 2 Iω2 IωI  -12.6 

|Ho I 211 I 266. 5 I 21. 3 I 201. 9 I 12. 3 I -O. 7 

1Ky I 20.7 I 1鉛 1I 31. 4 I 150. 9 I 4. 2 1 -9. 2 

I Gu I 3. 9 I 212. 8 I 13. 5 I凶 8I 6.4 I -4.6 
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Note : ct Geomagnetic latitude， 

A Geomagnetic longitude， 

伊 Geographiclatitude， 

λGeographic longitude， 

51 

tp The angle formed by the great circle joining the station and the geomagnetic pole 

with the geographical meridian of the station (east ward positive)， 

D Declination (for February 1958) 

observatories are shown in Fig. 9. The value of fr町刷E

p卯us印cle'sbombardment加ntωothe lower ionosphere， and sometimes all ionospheric echoes 

are completely masked. Thus fm1n (the deviation of fmlll value from the monthly 

median) is used to analyse the blackouts. The region of the blackout is hatched in 

the following figures. 

Untill the time -18hr， the geomagnetic condition was quiet. 

At -13hr a zone of enhanced ionization appeared in the day side of the polar 

cap. 

At -11 hr the geomagnetic activity increased and the sense of the rotational 

distribution of the current vector is clockwise on the morning side and counterclockwise 

on the evening side. 

At -6hr pr←sc disturbances developed most severely. The intensity of the 

horizontal vector amounted to 500 gammas at College， Dixon， and Tiksy. 

At _3hr the polar cap blackout spreaded over the whole polar cap. 

At Ohr the current vector at -1 hr was intensified， showing clockwise rotation 

on the morning side and counter clockwise on the evening side. 

At + 1 hr DS field was very active and the current vector was so complex and 

characteristic， as will be seen in the polar current which flows parallel with the 

meridian of about 15h-17h at Thule and Godhavn. 

At +2hr (initial phase) the direction of the current vector was the same as at 

Ohr， that is clockwise on the morning side and counterclockwise on the evening side. 

At +3hr the transition stage from the initial phase to the main phase began. 

The polar cap blackout ws changing to the auroral zone blackout. 

At +7hr (main phase) the auroral zone blackout clearly showed a spiral pat-

tern， and current vectors were deformed. The impact zone of auroral zone blackout 

coincided with the southward shift of the auroral zone current jet obtained from the 

analysis of .1.Xm • AZ. 

At + 10hr (main phase) the spiral pattern of the auroral zone blackout was 

developed so much and it extended to the near north of Memambetsu (φm=34.10
) in 

Japan. At this stage， a red homogeneous arc aurora was observed at Memambetsu. 
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Deformation of the current system was clear. 

At +2111r (last phase) the current vector showed again clockwise rotation on 

the morning side and counter clockwise rotation on the evening side. 

The polar blackout was existing only in the polar cap. 

~ o. Discussion and conclusion 

1) On the pre-sc disturbance 

The upper limit of the proton energy produced by the solar flare associated 

with the outburst of Type IV is generally several hundreds MeV， and the flux is 

the order of 102 protonsjcm2• sec. This value is far smaller compared with 109-l2 

particlesj cm2・sec(2) of the solar corpuscular stream responsible for geomagnetic 

storms. Accordingly it has been considered these protons do not produce a world-

wide geomagnetic storm， but only impinge into the earth's a tmosphere along Stormer 

orbits. 

In this storm， however， the polar cap blackout began at the ear1ier pre-sc， 

-13hr， and the geomagnetic polar cap disturbance occurred the same time. 

The current system at the pre-sc disturbance is essentially the same as the 

current system of the initial phase. It may be the intensification of the polar伺 p

current system of the SqP-field which was obtained by Nagata and Kokubun (3). 

It can be concluded that the pre-sc current system is formed in the polar cap region 

more than several hours before SC in accordance with the polar cap blackout. 

2) On the DS field 

Soon after the SC the very active DS field was observed all over the regions 

of the auroral zone and the polar cap. Such DS field reached to -1400 gammas at 

Tromsφ(φm=67.1) and -700 gammas at Lovo (φ1J'=58.1)， but at Rude-Skov (φm=55.8) 

it was only -50 gammas. This di妊erenceshows the c1ear boundary between Lovo 

and Rude Skov. This boundary coincided with that of the impact zone of blackouts. 

The polar current of the DS field flows paral1el with the meridian of local 

noon in Chapman's idealized current system， but of about 09h. in Hasegawa's and 

Vestine's systems， and of about 07.5h in Nagata's and Harang's. (4) However， in this 

storm， the polar current of the DS field at + 1hr flows parallel with the meridian of 

about 1511-17h at Thule and Godhavn. This is one of the characteristics of this storm 

which had not been observed in other storms occurred during the IGY. In general 

DS field developes gradually in accordance with the development of Dst field. (5) 

3) Southward shift of the auroral zone 

It hasbeen known that the auroral zone shifts southwards with the develo-

pment of Dst field. In this storm， the auroral zone shifted southwards. in accordance 
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with the spiral impact zone of the auroral zone of the auroral zone blackout. The 

southward shift was observed in the European zone on the morning side at the devel-

oping stage of Dst before the maximum at +9hr• On the other hand， at recovering 

stage after +9hr the auroral zone blackout shifted southwards to the Alaska--Kam-

chatka zone， showing the spiral patten. Simu1taneously， the red homogeneous arc 

aurora was observed at Memambetsu (φ川 =34.1)in 19h--22h LT. It must be noted 

here that the position of the maximum of the current jet extended southwards only 

to the latitude of about φm=60ぺ
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1958年2月11日の磁気嵐について

示井正男

概要

1958年2月11日01時25分 UTにおこった急始大地磁気嵐について， 28観測所の毎日寺値を使っ

て，急始の24日寺間前から， 48時間後まで Dst場及び DS場を解析した偽そして DS場の等価電

流ベクトルとプラック・アウトの汎世界的パターンとを比較検討した結果，次に示す3つの特性が

明らかになった。

(1) SCの直後(+1時)に極めて顕著な DS場が，極光帯及び瓶冠帯のほとんど全領域にお

いてみられた。これは通常の地磁気嵐が Dst場の発達につれて， DS場も次第に発達するのに比

べ，ほとんど例外的といってよいほど特徴的である。

(2) プラック・アウトの始まった急始前13時間において，それまで全く静穏であった地磁気が

活動を開始し，ブラック・アウトの発達につれて-6時間では， College， Tiksy， Dixonでー500γ

の地磁気擾乱を観測した。 Pre-SC擾乱の電流系は午前側では時計廻り，午後側では反時計廻りで，

初相における電流系は Pre-SC擾乱の電流系が強調されたものである。

(3) Dst場の発達にともなって極光帯の南下が顕著にみられる。 Dst場の極大l時(+9時)を

境にして発達過程においては午前側のヨーロッパゾーンにおいて，回復過程においては23時-20時

のアラスカ~カムチャッカゾーンにスパイラルに南下し，地磁気純度 34.1・の女満別において LT

19時-22時に極光が観測された.


